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by Nicholas Jones

If we imagine a concert as a layered Viennnese dessert, Midori's 
offering at CIM Monday evening might be called Ludwig à 
l'avant-garde: three rich layers of Beethoven separated by thin, 

latter).

Midori included Cleveland as she celebrates her 30th year of con-
cert performing with an extended set of tours featuring recitals of 
solo Bach, concertos of Brahms, Beethoven, and Hindemith, and 
recital programs around the US and Europe. 

Collaborating with the excellent Turkish pianist Özgür Aydin, Mi-

she manages to move instantly between tumult and serenity, creating a powerful sense of 
contrast — essential for Beethoven. Her long lyric lines were particularly moving, the 
notes perfectly clear in themselves and yet tied together with utter grace. 

For a program so heavily invested in Beethoven, however, the payoff was not as great as I 
-

half — were graceful and elegant. Midori's fairly thin tone served the classical style well. 

Played impeccably, it nonetheless lacked the lightning that struck Tolstoy upon hearing it 
in 1888 and led him to write the passionate story based on the sonata. 

Part of the problem was the balance. Aydin, appropriately, did not hang back, but on the 
concert Steinway his contribution was almost always one level louder than Midori's. 

performers and audience alike need to be fresh for such a substantial and demanding 
piece. 

Between the layers of Beethoven were two sets of works in a very different style. In the 
Four Pieces from 



Modernist clarity. 

Opening the second half were four nocturnes by George Crumb, evocative soundscapes 

his time plucking and striking various internal parts of the instrument).

dressed girls in the audience — presumably violin prodigies themselves). I would have 
welcomed more such music in the program, music that so clearly challenges the ear and 
reshapes the impact of the classics.

Nicholas Jones is Professor of English at Oberlin College and a keen amateur musician.
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